
FeelFree Lure 11.5 V2 Fishing Kayak

FeelFree

Product number: FFK-L11V2

Remake of the Lure 11.5 with improved equipment.

1.799,00 € * 1.799,00 €

The Lure 11.5 V2 offers the perfect balance of comfort, deck space, mobility and stability - not too long or 
too short, but still fully capable for those longer distances and days on rivers, lakes and oceans and small 
waters alike. This kayak is made for complete customization with features such as the removable sonar & 
electronics pod for easy fish finder and transducer installation, UNI-Track accessory mounting system and is 
rudder ready. Additionally, the kayak is Overdrive and Motordrive compatible, meaning you can install an 
Overdrive Pedal unit with the 8-Ball Steering system and add the Motordrive for the best in hands free 
propulsion!
The kayak also comes with a variety of unique patented comfort features seen on the Lure series including 
the removable multi-height adjustable Gravity Seat, Wheel in the Keel and sturdy molded in handles. Like 
most Feelfree kayaks, the Lure 11.5 comes with everything you need to get out and go fish including the Uni-
Track system for unlimited outfitting configurations, flush mounted rod holders and a large tankwell to store 
your fishing gear or a cooler. The Lure’s super-stable 34” wide hull paired with a padded standing platform 
gives you the option to paddle or cast in either the sitting or standing position whether fishing inland waters 
or wide open oceans — this kayak fears no water.

*Overdrive, Motordrive and Rudder systems sold separately.

Specs:

Length: 3,50 m (11' 6")
Width: 86 cm (34")
Weight : 39,5 kg (95 lbs) without seat
Capacity: 193 kg (425 lbs)

Features:

Rod Tip Protectors + Rubber Catches



Adjustable Twist & Go Foot Pegs
Removable Sonar & Electronics Pod
Patented Gravity Seat
Patented Wheel In The Keel
Reinforced Standing Platform
Uni-Track Accessory Rails
Front Oval Hatch
Molded Handles
Rod Holders w/ Rod Leash
Paddle Holders
Stand Up Leash
Rear Storage w/ Bungee

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

